4th Feb, 6.00 pm: INAUGURATION CEREMONY
Followed by the performance of
BHOU in Assamese
Wri. & Dir: Pranjal K. Saikia
Group: Team Indipity, Guwahati, Dur: 1 hr 40 mins

TUE
5 FEB

ZEMSTA (Revenge)
Wri: Aleksandar Fredro, Dir: Henryk Talar
Group: Aleksander Wegierko Drama Theatre, Poland
Lang: Polish, Dur: 1 hr 30 mins

WED
6 FEB

VEENDUM BHAGAVANTE MARANAM
Wri: K R Meera, Dir: Hazim Amaravila
Group: Kanal Samskarika Vedhi, Thiruvananthapuram
Lang: Malayalam, Dur: 1 hr 40 mins

THU
7 FEB

KING OEDIPUS
Wri: Sophocles, Dir: Ashim Das
Group: Fame School of Dance, Drama & Music, Bangladesh
Lang: Bengali, Dur: 1 hr 20 mins

FRI
8 FEB

BUBBLES IN THE RIVER
Wri: Hemanta Kr. Bora, Dir: Sahidul Haque
Group: Orchid Theatre, Nagaon
Lang: Non-Verbal, Dur: 1 hr 15 mins

SAT
9 FEB

MY SWEET ROTTEN HERITANCE
Wri. & Dir: Anasuya Subasinghe
Group: Salt Theatre Company, Sri Lanka
Lang: English, Dur: 2 hrs 30 mins

SUN
10 FEB

SHUKA
Wri. & Dir: Tamojit Roy
Group: Jalpaiguri Kalakushali, West Bengal
Lang: Bengali, Dur: 1 hr 10 mins

Programme subject to change at short notice